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Quality
Statement

Water Management
is committed to
maintaining high
customer
satisfaction with its
innovative water
efficiency programs.
We will propose
products and
services that are “fit
for use” and that
will set the standard
for quality and value
in water efficiency.
We strive to be
world class in every
aspect of water
efficiency by
fostering a culture
of honesty,
openness, mutual
respect and
teamwork.
Water Management
understands the
necessity of
continual
improvement (both
as a company and as
individuals) to keep
us at the forefront
of water
conservation and to
exceed customer
expectations.

The Most Wonderful Time of the Year
We had a hearty Christmas breakfast party here before the holiday leave
began, and celebrated a retirement as well. No, it’s not Santa that is retiring,
but another much-loved icon. After 17 years, Pastor retired from Water
Management. At the retirement celebration, we shared good memories of
Pastor over the years,
how he was trained by
Bill K., and how closely
he has worked with our
Service Department and
shared savings
customers from the start.
Pastor was presented
with a Certificate of
Recognition, a photo
collage of his time at
Water Management, and
a parting gift. Best wishes to Pastor as he settles in to his new life as a retiree!
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News Update from Tennessee
In November, the TN office welcomed Jeff Bell and Butch Deibler to
assist Bill Harrison with the Icon installations for the Hickman County
project. Bill and new TN resident, James Palmer, had already installed
tank toilets in various locations throughout several office buildings in this
county! This project finalized in early December.
The crew of Bill, Jeff, Butch, and James Palmer then went to west TN to
start work for the Trenton Special School District. This project
progressed nicely and was finished in mid-January.
Then it was on to the 2nd of 4 schools, Lake County located in the upper
west side of the state of Tennessee. Work that consists of mainly valve
replacements began there in mid-January and is expected to be
completed in early February.
Next on the schedule of schools is Smith County, followed by Overton
County. We hope to have all the schools completed by the first of April.
From everyone at the TN office, we wish y’all a…

Employee Updates
In December, we hired two employees to join our team. Although, you might not have seen any “new” faces
here. Nery, who had left a couple months ago, came back to Water Management in our Service Dept. He
trained with Pastor for a few weeks, and is now handling all of the apartment complexes in Maryland that Pastor
was servicing.
Also starting in December as a Water Management employee was Donnie Mullins, a
temp that has been with us for a few months. Donnie is from New York, and we are
glad to have him on our team!
Johnathan Williams and James Benjamin are currently in Norfolk, VA, doing rebuilds.
Douglas is back from his extended trip to Guatemala, and on his first day back to work, he traveled to New York
with Giovany to work on a few small housing projects that are part of the SUEZ water conservation program.
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Where Have All of the Toilets Gone?
What is going on with our toilet supply these days? As you probably are aware, a number of our toilet
installation jobs are on hold right now. What caused this? A government-backed program, called
“Green Rewards”, is offering lower interest rates to Multifamily properties, and free Energy and Water
Audit reports to properties that participate in the program. One of the stipulations of obtaining the
preferred Green Rewards interest rate is that the property must commit to make property
improvements suggested in the audits within 12
months of loan origination. Sounds like a good
idea, until a huge number of properties are
suddenly all looking to have their improvements,
which may include toilet replacements, done at
the same time! The toilets must be able to flush
greater than 600 grams with less than a gallon of
water. Currently, there are only a few toilet
manufacturers that can meet those standards.
Thus we run into a toilet shortage problem, as
manufacturers are unable to keep up with the demand. Currently Water Management has a back
order of over 5,000 toilets. Fortunately, last week we received a truckload of toilets in Virginia, and can
knock out a few of our backlogged contracts. At approximately 400 toilets per truckload, we need 12
more truckloads in the next few months. Stay tuned!

Accounting News
Fiscal Year End: This was the first year end without Marion and Mickey managing the inventory counts and
reconciliation. It was a challenge and learning experience for accounting and our two new purchasing/inventory
managers, Tony and Mike. We discovered there was much work to be done to streamline the inventory and
improve on current procedures, and the new managers are 100% capable of taking on this huge responsibility.
Thanks to Jeanna, Joyce, Mark, Mike, Tari and Tony for their excellent performance.
Project Cost Reports: It’s a fact that Water Management produces excellent service to our customers. Let’s
produce excellent results to the profitability of our projects as well. For your convenience, project reports are
available for review: I:\Project Cost Reports. Each report is displayed by pivot table. You have the
flexibility to add additional information from the pivot table to the right of each worksheet. If anyone needs a
kick start in using the pivot table, let me know and I will walk you through it. The second tab shows all of the
detail. Please use these reports as a tool for assessing the profitability/loss of our projects, and may it serve as a
viable resource in determining our successes as well as lessons to be learned.
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Mastering Their Trade
Congratulations to Mark Harewood and Tony Cimini on passing the Virginia
Master Plumbers test! As our newest Master Plumbers, they join the ranks of our
other Master Plumbers: Buster Vroom, Charlie Gildehaus, Mike Maurer and Jeff
Bell. Charlie also recently passed his Backflow Certification for MD and DC.
A Virginia Master Plumbing license requires 10 years of field experience and the
ability to pass a written test on plumbing codes and technical knowledge. If you
have 10 or more years of experience, and would like to study for the exam, please
see one of our recent grads, or Yvonne, for more information.

An Innovative Solution
Tony put his Master Plumbing knowledge to good use this month. At
Kenyon Square, a unit on the first floor had a water supply pipe that
would just not supply water to a resident’s toilet, despite our best
efforts. We believe that scale had built up inside of the copper toilet
pipe in the wall. Changing the water supply pipe would involve
shutting down the building and cutting into the wall in the hallway,
and replacing the pipe. Tony was able come up with a more practical
temporary solution. We ran a supply line off the cold water line from
under the sink next to the toilet. It is working well, and the resident is
now able to flush their toilet!

Think Safety!
We have begun holding Safety Meetings every Thursday morning for the combined Crew and Service
Departments. Reggie has been presenting timely safety topics, and Mark keeps everyone up to date on the
latest news about Technical Bulletins. Recently Reggie went over Theft Allegation Prevention, and Mark
discussed the problem with the newer Gerber 380 tank and the universal handles.
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How Well are Your Finances?
We have partnered with BritePaths, a non-profit organization that promotes and teaches Financial Wellness for
all. Rick Froehlich, a retired CPA, recently gave us an overview of Financial Wellness information, including the
benefits of having a good credit score, how to check your credit report, the importance of having an Emergency
Savings fund, needs vs. wants, and predatory lending. Rick will be coming back to discuss more Financial
Wellness topics.
We also now have access to an outstanding financial resource. Principal Milestones can help you prioritize and
make more informed decisions with financial resources in one convenient place at no additional cost to you.
They are providing access to education, resources and inspiration for money management and other financial
priorities. It’s all available on the new Principal® Milestones website.
Recent research

identifies attitude as the most significant factor behind financial decision-making. Those who
don’t feel confident about their finances are 64 percent more likely to postpone making major financial
decisions than those who are more confident, regardless of their income. People who spend some time learning
about financial planning are 75 percent more likely to be confident in their financial future.
Explore the Principal® Milestones site today! Principal® Milestones website:
https://landing.principal.com/milestone-planning

Milestones

Employment Anniversaries
January - March

Chris Boldon – 4 + years
Rick Ferguson – 28 years
Mark Hemphill – 21 + years
Spencer – 8 + years
Cable Jones – 13 years
Douglas – 5 +years
Charlie - 27 years
Bill Harrison – 16 years
Abdul Dodoo – 22 years
Johnathan W – 1 + years
Dennis – 20 years

Thank you for your service!

